
3) Don't anyone.

6) Ben George Washington as his role model.

4) The teacher quickly the list of participants.

5) Mr. Michaels , as the children rehearsed.

Hannah the patio for her missing ring.7)

8) During recess, Adom my chemistry notes.

I've the information on the school's website.9)

I on my childhood days with great fondness.10)

2) There's a pit! 

1) Arthur his younger sister so responsibly.
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looked on

look backlooked through

look down onlook out

looks up to looks after

looked uplooked around

looked over

Complete each sentence, using the correct phrasal verb from the box. 

Example: The students are looking for more details about the rare bird. 
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3) Don't anyone.look down on

6) Ben George Washington as his role model.looks up to

4) The teacher quickly the list of participants.looked over

5) Mr. Michaels , as the children rehearsed.looked on

Hannah the patio for her missing ring.looked around7)

8) During recess, Adom my chemistry notes.looked through

I've the information on the school's website.looked up9)

I on my childhood days with great fondness.look back10)

2) There's a pit! Look out!

1) Arthur his younger sister so responsibly.looks after
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looked on

look backlooked through

look down onlook out

looks up to looks after

looked uplooked around

looked over

Complete each sentence, using the correct phrasal verb from the box. 

Example: The students are looking for more details about the rare bird. 
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